Freeciv - Feature #859163
Add new spy action "Diplomatic Battle"
2020-02-08 01:43 AM - Sveinung Kvilhaugsvik

**Status:** Closed  **Priority:** Normal  **Start date:**

**Assignee:** Sveinung Kvilhaugsvik  **Due date:**  **% Done:** 0%

**Category:** General  **Estimated time:** 0.00 hour

**Sprint/Milestone:** 3.1.0

**Description**

Unit targeted action. Fights a diplomatic battle like when surprised by a diplomatic defender. Useful for having a Spy assault another Spy out in the open.

**Related issues:**

- Blocked by Freeciv - Feature #859761: ap_diplomat_battle(): stop assuming uni... Closed
- Blocked by Freeciv - Feature #859778: diplomat_infiltrate_tile() without prim... Closed
- Blocked by Freeciv - Feature #859794: diplomat_infiltrate_tile(): pass defend... Closed
- Blocks Freeciv - Feature #859809: sandbox: demonstrate "Spy Attack" Closed

**History**

**#1 - 2020-02-08 01:37 PM - Jacob Nevins**  
- Tracker changed from Bug to Feature

**#2 - 2020-02-12 12:55 PM - Sveinung Kvilhaugsvik**  
- File 0007-Add-the-new-spy-action-Spy-Attack.patch added
- Status changed from New to Resolved
- Assignee set to Sveinung Kvilhaugsvik

Ended up with a unit stack targeted action called "Spy Attack".

**#3 - 2020-02-12 12:55 PM - Sveinung Kvilhaugsvik**  
- Related to Feature #859761: ap_diplomat_battle(): stop assuming unit target added

**#4 - 2020-02-12 12:55 PM - Sveinung Kvilhaugsvik**  
- Related to deleted (Feature #859761: ap_diplomat_battle(): stop assuming unit target)

**#5 - 2020-02-12 12:55 PM - Sveinung Kvilhaugsvik**  
- Blocked by Feature #859761: ap_diplomat_battle(): stop assuming unit target added

**#6 - 2020-02-12 12:56 PM - Sveinung Kvilhaugsvik**  
- Blocked by Feature #859778: diplomat_infiltrate_tile() without primary victim added

**#7 - 2020-02-12 12:56 PM - Sveinung Kvilhaugsvik**  
- Blocked by Feature #859794: diplomat_infiltrate_tile(): pass defender owner added

**#8 - 2020-02-12 01:07 PM - Sveinung Kvilhaugsvik**  
- Blocks Feature #859809: sandbox: demonstrate "Spy Attack" added

**#9 - 2020-02-18 07:43 AM - Sveinung Kvilhaugsvik**  
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed

**Files**

- 0007-Add-the-new-spy-action-Spy-Attack.patch 16.5 KB 2020-02-12 - Sveinung Kvilhaugsvik